Welcome to Rutgers Day
Explore our proud history as a colonial college and our bright future as a comprehensive research institution. Whether you’re a first-time guest or a frequent visitor, we invite you to get reacquainted with our great university and have some fun along the way!
This year marks an exciting first: Rutgers Day coincides with Alumni Weekend, hosted by the Rutgers University Alumni Association. Alumni Weekend connects old friends and classmates over two days of tours, class dinners, networking events, and more. For information and a list of Alumni Weekend events being held on Rutgers Day, turn to the inside back cover.

Pitch In
We have set an ambitious goal: keep all waste generated during Rutgers Day out of landfills. Help us reach this goal by placing your recyclables and compostables in the appropriate containers located throughout each campus. Look for facilities employees in special T-shirts who can answer questions and field comments. Take this step with us, and reduce our carbon footprint!

Download Our Mobile App
Make the most of Rutgers Day by using our free mobile app. Download it on your iOS or Android devices at rutgers.edu/rdayapp.

General Information & Map Key
Program Locations
Find the general location of specific programs by matching it with the red circled number on the campus maps.

Information Tents
Your destination for questions, directions, campus maps, first aid requests, and other assistance.

Parking
Rutgers lots designated on the maps are open and free. Buses should park on the Busch Campus.

Rutgers Day Bus Transportation
The free Rutgers Day Bus Loop runs continuously to the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses, with a northbound stop at Liberty Street and a southbound stop at New Street in downtown New Brunswick. Please note that only official guide dogs for the seeing or hearing impaired are allowed on Rutgers buses.

Livingston Shuttle
This shuttle runs regularly between the Busch and Livingston student centers.

Alumni Shuttle
Bus transportation to and from the Heldrich and Hyatt hotels is available for Alumni Weekend attendees.

First Aid and Emergency Services
Assistance is available at the information tents as well as from Rutgers Day staff and public safety personnel. Emergency phones are located throughout our campuses. Call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211 or dial 911.

Lost Persons and Items
Immediately report a lost person to the nearest information tent or to any Rutgers Day staff member in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt. You can also call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211. Report or bring lost items to the nearest information tent.

Restrooms
Restrooms are available in all buildings open for Rutgers Day. (Open buildings indicated in blue on campus maps.)

Dining
Each campus offers dining halls and food vendors.

Performance Stages
Stages feature premier entertainment all day long!

Alumni Weekend Programs
Scarlet Headquarters for alumni on each campus offer the opportunity to catch up with old friends, enjoy refreshments and activities, and get information about Alumni Weekend events. (See inside back cover for more information.)

Accessibility
All Rutgers Day buses and most Rutgers buildings (except historic buildings) are wheelchair accessible. Passenger golf carts are available in some areas of the Busch and Cook/Douglass campuses for visitors with mobility issues.

Photography and Videography
Photographs and videos taken at Rutgers Day may appear in our publications and website. By attending Rutgers Day, you grant Rutgers all rights to use these photos and videos in any medium and for all purposes that support the mission of the university. Please let our photographer or videographer know if you do not want your image taken.
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**Busch Campus**

**Busch Student Center Area**

*All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.*

**Alternative Energy Vehicles**

Lot 59
Interact with on-road electric and low-carbon vehicle owners and drivers. See how Rutgers’ solar farm supports the state’s carbonless vehicles. Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation BSC-318

**Career Corner**

Back lawn
Learn where unexpected career paths might take you (it worked for Suze Orman and Oprah!). Match Rutgers alumni with their notable careers. School of Management and Labor Relations BSC-314

**Kids’ Career Corner**

Back lawn
Learn about prospective careers through coloring and face painting. School of Management and Labor Relations BSC-312

**Know Your Rights at Work**

Back lawn
Fill out a quiz on workers’ rights. The highest scorers receive a prize! School of Management and Labor Relations BSC-311

**Planning and Building the Future Campus**

International Lounge
Preview Rutgers 2030, the newly completed physical master plan for the New Brunswick Campus. Campus planners and architects answer questions and share exhibit boards. Facilities and Capital Planning BSC-491

**Rutgers Online Red Carpet Event**

Fireside Lounge
Walk the red carpet, take your picture, and learn how to pursue a Rutgers online degree. Center for Online and Hybrid Learning BSC-350

**Solar Car Exhibition**

Lot 59
Have a seat in the team’s solar-powered vehicle and learn what it took to create it. Rutgers Solar Car Team BSC-364

**Upward Bound**

Learn about this supportive and educational resource to assist students in navigating the college admissions process. Student Access and Educational Equity Upward Bound Program BSC-524

**Virtual Rutgers: Making Reality**

Fireside Lounge
Play and learn through 3-D games, printing, and virtual worlds. Get a 3-D scan of yourself. Division of Continuing Studies BSC-302

**Busch Student Center Programs listed by start time**

*10 a.m. – 2 p.m.*

**Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering: 2015 Senior Design Exhibition**

Multipurpose Room and The Cove
You’re sure to be impressed by the design skills of these student engineers. Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering BSC-319

**Engineering BBQ**

Dig in! Students are grilling hamburgers, veggie burgers, chicken, and more. School of Engineering BEA-321

**Engineering Science Fair**

See how ideas are transformed from fantasy into reality by Rutgers’ engineering masterminds. School of Engineering BEA-320

**Everyday Chemistry**

See everyday chemistry in exciting new ways! American Institute of Chemical Engineers BEA-323

**Flight Simulator**

Try out our flight simulator, and see our competition airframes! American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics BEA-425

**Concrete Canoe**

Sink or swim? Members show off their skill with floating concrete and you share in the fun. American Society of Civil Engineers BEA-316

**Electrical and Computer Engineering**

See demonstrations in computer systems, communications and networking, signal and information processing, and nano/microelectronics and biodevices. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering BEA-347

**Engineering Area**

All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**Build a Miniature Arm**

That’s right: use wood and yarn to create an arm with working muscles. Rutgers University Bioengineering Society BEA-356

**Civil and Environmental Engineering Lab**

See what students are working on: innovative materials, concrete canoes and steel bridges, and an autonomous RABIT. Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering BEA-465

**Engineering Area**

All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
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**Busch Student Center**

Programs listed by start time
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**Where to Eat**

The Busch Student Center features a food court and dining hall offering a cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

**Engineering BBQ** is located in the Engineering Area.

**Vendors** are set up throughout the campus.

**Concrete Canoe**

Sink or swim? Members show off their skill with floating concrete and you share in the fun. American Society of Civil Engineers BEA-316
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---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Formula Race Car
See the Rutgers Formula race car, all built and driven by engineering students! Rutgers Formula Racing BEA-313

Fun with Packaging Engineering
Games, rockets, and creative projects for kids and adults—all from packaging! Packaging Engineering Program BEA-12

Future of Computer Science
Hill Center, room 248
See the coolest in computing: robotics, drones, AI, mobile computing, smart devices, and more! Department of Computer Science BEA-4

Green Screen Getaway
Hill Center, room 116
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology, New Brunswick Computing Services BEA-24

Industrial Engineering: Senior Design Showcase
See an automated soccer trainer, tennis ball collector, basket weaver, and more! Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering BEA-427

Journey to the Center of the Internet
Discover how the internet works through fun, interactive activities. Office of Information Technology, New Brunswick Computing Services BEA-94

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
"Chill out" and watch our engineers make ice cream! Department of Materials Science and Engineering BEA-241

Meet the Rutgers Navigator
See a robot developed by student engineers for the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Challenge. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers BEA-315

One-by-One Atoms
Engineering Building A, room 117
See single atoms using one of the most powerful microscopes in the world. Institute for Advanced Materials, Devices and Nanotechnology BEA-394

Planet Earth Showcase
See demonstrations of rocks, fossils, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes. Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences BEA-252

Rutgers 250
Celebrate Rutgers’ upcoming 250th anniversary. Ask questions and preview our commemorative book. Rutgers 250 Office, University Communications and Marketing BEA-84

Rutgers Packaging Club
Speak with members about the many opportunities that packaging engineering offers. Packaging Engineering Program BEA-304

Sand Bracelets and Water Wonders
Create interactive sand bracelets and learn about water conservation throughout the world. Engineers Without Borders-USA BEA-27

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Catch up with alumni and friends: photo booth, swag swap, class-year buttons, refreshments, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association BEA-77

Spreading Punjabi Culture
Celebrate Punjabi cultural traditions with henna, dance, and a dholi (traditional drummer). Association of Punjabis at Rutgers University BEA-378

Take the Rutgers Day shuttle to the Livingston Campus to stroll the plaza, catch a movie, or just explore! While there, you can also catch field hockey action at the Bauer Complex at 12 p.m. and a baseball game against the Seton Hall Pirates at Bainton Field at 1 p.m.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
**Blindfolded Dressing Race**
Race the clock—or your friends—to get dressed while blindfolded. Learn how simple tasks may be complicated for people with blindness or low vision. 
*Envision* BLSA-305

**Body Part Bean Bag Toss**
How’s your aim? Take a toss and win a prize. 
*American Medical Student Association* BLSA-212

**Bubble Extravaganza**
Fill the Rutgers Day sky with bubbles! 
*Rutgers-Livingston Day Care Center* BLSA-348

**Business Information Technology Society**
Learn about this organization and the new major in business analytics and information technology. 
*Business Information Technology Society* BLSA-100

**Cell Biology and Neuroscience Society**
Learn more about how your brain works through optical illusions and chocolate! 
*Cell Biology and Neuroscience Society* BLSA-292

**Chat with an Undergraduate Admissions Counselor**
Interested in becoming a Scarlet Knight? Get your admissions questions answered. 
*Undergraduate Admissions* BLSA-474

**Computing Beyond Code**
Join us for games, trivia, and candy. 
*Women in Computer Science* BLSA-379

**Connect with BEN**
Learn about the group’s efforts to promote entrepreneurial medicine here at Rutgers. 
*Biomedical Entrepreneurship Network, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School* BLSA-468

**Connect with SACNAS!**
Learn about the society’s efforts to foster success in the sciences for members of underrepresented groups. 
*Society for Advancement of Hispanics/Chicanos and Native Americans in Science* BLSA-109

**Craft to Cure**
Make your own play putty and learn about the club’s DIY approach to helping others. 
*Craft to Cure* BLSA-382

**CSI: Rutgers**
Channel your favorite crime scene investigator (Sherlock Holmes? Horatio Caine?) using new-fangled forensics and old-fashioned police work. 
*Program in Criminal Justice* BLSA-117

**DNA Sequencing: Impact on Disease**
See a live demonstration of DNA sequencing and learn how the technology is changing our approach to human disease. 
*Molecular Resource Facility, New Jersey Medical School* BLSA-48

**Earn Your Way to Sand Art and Snow Cones**
Earn “cash,” make deposits, and withdraw balls to purchase sand art and snow cones. 
*Rutgers Business School* BLSA-444

**Fishing for Success**
Snag a duck from the pond to test your business knowledge. 
*Rutgers Undergraduate Women in Business* BLSA-398

**Fun with Health Trivia**
Meet the school's physician assistant team and learn about allied health. 
*Physician Assistants Program, School of Health Related Professions* BLSA-331

**Fun with SHRP Alumni**
Visit with alumni and friends of the school. 
*School of Health Related Professions Alumni Association* BLSA-426

**Get to Know SNPhA**
Meet with members and hear about our work to improve community health through pharmacy. 
*Student National Pharmaceutical Association* BLSA-231

**Good Nutrition Is Our Mission**
Play games for tips on healthy eating, including portion control, taste sensation, and more. 
*Department of Nutritional Sciences, School of Health Related Professions* BLSA-346

**Gray Matters**
Construct a brain model and play games to learn about brain processing and learning. 
*Department of Neuroscience and Cell Biology, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School* BLSA-121

**Growing Healthy**
Plant seeds in little pots and grow your own vegetables. 
*Volunteer Opportunities in Community Engaged Service (VOICES)* BLSA-209

**Hands-On Geophysical Instruments**
Use geophysical seismic equipment and learn how it works. 
*Society of Exploration Geophysicists, Rutgers University—Newark* BLSA-148

**Health Care Information Systems**
Discover how information technology is improving patient lives and reducing costs. 
*Department of Biomedical Informatics, School of Health Related Professions* BLSA-416

**Health Related Professions**
Learn more about the health care system and how the school prepares graduates to succeed within it. 
*Interdisciplinary Studies, School of Health Related Professions* BLSA-338

**How Well Do You Know Your Body?**
Play games to learn about the nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory systems. 
*Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience* BLSA-339

**It’s Not Exactly Brain Surgery**
Play our brain surgery game and learn what your brain looks like. 
*The Neurological Institute of New Jersey, Departments of Neurosurgery, Neurology, and Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, New Jersey Medical School* BLSA-21

**Jeopardy! Do You Know Your Marketing?**
Show off your smarts in this classic answer-and-question game with a marketing spin. 
*Rutgers Association of Marketing and Strategy* BLSA-369

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Jolly Rancher Chromosome Demo
Explore the exciting world of genetics. Learn how DNA allows each of us to be beautiful and unique! Association of Undergraduate Geneticists BLSA-337

K–12 Students: Connect to Rutgers!
Preview two Rutgers resources for the pre-college crowd: the Rutgers Pre-College Program Directory and the MyRutgersFuture portal. Office of Enrollment Management, Research and Enrollment Information Services BLSA-38

Know Your Numbers
Have a respiratory therapist test your lungs with spirometry. Respiratory Programs, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-329

Labs R Us!
Play games and enjoy hands-on activities to learn about health and lab values. Medical Laboratory Sciences and Cytotechnology Programs, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-342

Leadership Sand Bracelets
Build a bracelet with colors of sand representing your leadership style. Future Business Leaders of America, Phi Beta Lambda BLSA-196

Make-A-Wish with Beta Gamma Sigma
Here’s your chance to contribute to the Make-A-Wish Foundation. Funnel cakes, too! Beta Gamma Sigma BLSA-385

MBS: Science Meets Business
Learn how the MBS degree brings together master’s level study in science, technology, engineering, and math with “plus” courses in business and policy. Professional Science Master’s Program BLSA-405

Meet Kappa Phi Lambda
Discover Rutgers’ first and largest Asian interest sorority. Kappa Phi Lambda BLSA-441

Meet The Medium
Discover this student-run satirical newspaper with the goal of promoting free speech. The Medium BLSA-205

Mini Med School
Visit with medical school preceptors as they present posters and answer questions about the work of the institute. Institute for Public Understanding of Health and Medicine, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-298

Network with RUBY
Spin the wheel and win prizes while learning more about Rutgers’ business community. Rutgers University Business for Youth BLSA-479

Network with SAMBS
Connect with a group dedicated to networking opportunities for MBS students. Student Association for the Masters of Business and Science BLSA-295

New Jersey Medical School
"Doctor for a day" photo booth, and learn about the New Jersey Medical School. Office of the Dean, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-6

NJMS Admissions
Learn your potential value as a medical student and physician. Find out how admission decisions balance life experience, personal attributes, and academic metrics. Office of Admissions, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-247

Oral Health Awareness
Brush and floss your way to a healthy mouth. Trivia games and short demos. Department of Community Health, Rutgers School of Dental Medicine BLSA-240

Origami Bow Ties and Shirts
Fold paper to create your own mini business wardrobe. Phi Chi Theta BLSA-358

Pharmacy Mini Health Fair
Get a mini health check, and learn how pharmacists play an active role in your well-being. Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-5

Pin the Tie on the Business Guy
Add value to this classic blindfold game by first showing off your business smarts. Rutgers Business Governing Association BLSA-289

Planting with Enactus
Plant a flower in a recyclable item while learning about the group’s dedication to sustainable change. Rutgers Enactus BLSA-253

Protein Data Bank, Health, and You
Explore biology at the molecular level by building virus and DNA models with your favorite candy. Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein Data Bank BLSA-76

Protein Folding
Make your own proteins and learn how they digest food, contract muscles, and build strong bones. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Society BLSA-371

Public Health Awareness
Spin the wheel to answer trivia questions. Student Government Association, School of Public Health BLSA-248

Quidditch Quest
Catch the snitch, score on the keeper, or just cheer on a friendly game of quidditch. Rutgers Quidditch Team BLSA-284

RBS Bean Bag Game
Can you sink three beanbags in a row to win a prize? Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-51

The School of Engineering celebrates 150 years of education and innovation. Visit the Science Fair to experience how masterminds use their expertise to create a better, safer, and more sustainable world.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
RU Healthy?  
Get wellness screenings and valuable health information. School of Nursing  
BLSA-46

Rutgers Business School Carnival  
Enjoy cotton candy while playing carnival games like Wheel of Business. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs  
BLSA-42

Rutgers Energy Institute  
Learn about Rutgers efforts at the forefront of alternative energy research. Rutgers Energy Institute  
BLSA-95

Rutgers Science Explorer  
Allison Road Bus Stop  
Board the bus and discover interactive exhibits and laboratory exercises in the sciences. Rutgers Science Explorer  
BLSA-17

Rutgers Surgery: On the Cutting Edge  
Stay sharp! Try your hand at these fun-for-all-ages surgical activities. Department of Surgery, New Jersey Medical School  
BLSA-454

Rutgers TaeKwonDo Club  
Meet with members and learn about this martial art. Rutgers TaeKwonDo Club  
BLSA-478

Rutgers Utilities: What We Do, How We Save  
Allison Road Bus Stop  
See a demonstration of solar and geothermal energy conservation and sustainability. Facilities and Capital Planning  
BLSA-9

Sand Art Extravaganza  
Choose a container and create a colorful sand art display. Residence Hall Association Busch Residential Council  
BLSA-104

Scarlet Shark Tank  
Spin our idea wheel all day. Be here at 3 p.m. to pitch your idea and win awesome prizes. Entrepreneurial Society  
BLSA-388

Science of a Healthy Heart  
Visualize your heartbeat through high-tech wireless monitors and more. Alpha Epsilon Lambda, Alpha Chi Chapter  
BLSA-452

SHRP at Rutgers Day — Circle of Health Big Tent  
Stop by our big tent. Inside are 14 programs and more than 100 volunteers focused on fun ways to learn about health. Student Affairs and Enrollment Services, School of Health Related Professions  
BLSA-419

Siblings of Individuals with Disabilities  
Science and Engineering Resource Center, room 117  
Get a lifelong perspective on this unique family relationship through a short presentation and hands-on activity. Graduate School of Social Work  
BLSA-360

Sink Your Teeth into This!  
Stop by as our dental team members provide tips for improving oral health care. Department of Allied Dental Education, School of Health Related Professions  
BLSA-344

Skeleton Detectives  
Allison Road Bus Stop  
Take on the role of a forensic anthropologist, and take charge of identifying bones discovered at a crime scene. Rutgers Science Explorer  
BLSA-16

Skills of a Surgeon  
Steady! Try your hand at performing surgery using a popular game. Alpha Epsilon Delta  
BLSA-363

Social Media Cup Game  
Prepare for your future in the digital workplace with this tech-age spin on a classic game. International Association of Business Communicators  
BLSA-430

Solar Observation  
Safely look directly at the sun through telescopes equipped with solar filters. Astronomical Society  
BLSA-276

Staying Healthy! Health Topics and Tips  
Join Rutgers pharmacy students as they share health facts and fitness tips. Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy  
BLSA-376

Stem Cell Trivia  
Spin a wheel and answer fun trivia questions about science. Student Society for Stem Cell Research  
BLSA-389

Strawberry DNA Extraction  
Extract DNA from strawberries and view cells under a microscope. Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences  
BLSA-62

Student Family Health Care Center  
Students from this student-run clinic provide free health screenings and education. Student Family Health Care Center, New Jersey Medical School  
BLSA-402

Stuffed Animal Check-Up  
Get a physical for your favorite furry friend from Rutgers medical students and volunteers. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School  
BLSA-188

Success in the Sciences  
Discover how ODASIS helps underrepresented and economically disadvantaged students prepare for success in the STEM professions. Office for Diversity and Academic Success in the Sciences (ODASIS)  
BLSA-423

Don’t forget to stop by the Big R Stage, located in the Life Sciences Area, to check out some of Rutgers’ premier performers!
Supply Chain Carnival
Play a carnival game and learn more about the supply chain major. Rutgers University Supply Chain Association BLSA-165

Sweet Stop
Decorate your own cupcake. Catering staff offer tips, techniques, and tasty toppings. Dining Services BLSA-169

Team HBV Presents: I'm a Liver Not a Fighter
Learn about hepatitis B and its dangers through trivia tic-tac-toe. Team HBV BLSA-192

The Boggs Center Disability Trivia Prize Wheel
Test your disability knowledge in our family-friendly trivia game. The Boggs Center on Developmental Disabilities BLSA-114

The Community Living Education Project
Play bingo and learn how the Community Living Education Project provides training/meeting sessions for staff members who work with the developmentally disabled and for family members who have loved ones who are developmentally disabled. School of Public Health BLSA-202

The Yuk and Yum of Chemistry
Learn about the role chemistry plays in your life, from keeping things clean to making ice cream. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-281

Trivia Wheel and Ball Toss
It's all fun and games with these student leaders. Student Leadership Council, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-418

We Put the "Fun" in Functional!
Compete to complete simple activities of daily living, and learn how they can be adapted for people with health conditions. Occupational Therapy Assistant Program, Psychiatric Rehabilitation Department, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-340

What's in Your Fit Kit?
Get expert assistance in designing a fitness program just for you. School of Health Related Professions BLSA-332

WITi: Women in Information Technology and Informatics
Play games to learn about the past and present opportunities for women in technology. School of Communication and Information BLSA-101

You Can Map It!
Be a disease detective. Answer questions about cancer and chronic diseases in New Jersey using interactive maps. Essex-Passaic Wellness Coalition BLSA-178

Your Amazing Brain
Discover the interesting ways your brain works through fun, hands-on activities. Department of Psychology BLSA-462

Life Sciences Area
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 2 p.m. (20 minute sessions)
See the Chemistry Department
Wright Reiman Chemistry Building
Get an insider’s tour of selected laboratories and facilities. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-283

11 a.m.; 1 p.m.; 3 p.m. (55 minute sessions)
Seriously? Should You Be Doing That?
Wright Reiman Laboratories Auditorium
Oooh and aaah at the thrills and spills of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-282

11 a.m. — 3 p.m.
Glitter Tattoos, Balloon Art, and Face Painting
Come to the Business School Carnival for glitter tattoos, balloon art, and face painting. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-55

11 a.m. — 2 p.m.
Stunning 3-D Visual Illusions
Science and Engineering Resource Center, room 111
You won't believe your eyes! Marvel at mind-blowing 3-D illusions. Center for Cognitive Science and Department of Biomedical Engineering BLSA-103

11:30 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.
Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach
Physics and Astronomy Building, room 401
Marvel at exciting discoveries made by Rutgers astronomers, from planets to stars to galaxies and across the whole universe. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-460

12 p.m.
Pheel the Physics!
Physics Lecture Hall, sidewalk
Spinning stools and singing bowls: feel various physics phenomena through fun, hands-on activities. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-180

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
1 p.m., 2 p.m.

Hope for Recovery from Spinal Cord Injury

Meet at the Life Sciences’ “Biology Games” tent to begin your tour of the world-class neuroscience and stem cell centers, where cutting-edge research is bringing hope to people who are paralyzed. W.M. Keck Center for Collaborative Neuroscience, Stem Cell Research Center, Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience

BLSA-341

1 p.m., 2 p.m.

Inside the Cell Bank

Meet at the Life Sciences’ “Biology Games” tent to explore the largest university-based cell and DNA repository in the world.

Department of Genetics BLSA-343

2:30 p.m.

Phenomenal Faraday Physics

Physics Lecture Hall

Laugh, learn, and discover the excitement of science in this popular show for all ages!

Department of Physics and Astronomy

BLSA-181

Stadium Area

Programs listed by start time

11 a.m.

#RFutbol Spring Game

Yurcak Field

Men’s soccer faces New Jersey rival Rider University for their annual spring game.

Rutgers Athletics BS-458

12 p.m.

Knights in White (Admission*)

The Scarlet Knights men’s lacrosse team takes on Big Ten foe Ohio State in their final game of the season. *Admission required for this Big Ten athletic event.

Rutgers Athletics BS-306

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Bishop House Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

All About Armenia
“Try on” traditional Armenian garb and see your name in Armenian characters. Rutgers Armenian Student Association CABH-245

Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity
Discover the amazing things the group has done in its first year on campus, including raising $10,000 for international philanthropy. Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity CABH-345

Alternative Breaks
Learn how students spend their breaks helping communities in need. Rutgers University Alternative Breaks CABH-179

Arts and Crafts
Join us for arts and crafts activities: fun for kids and families. Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children CABH-166

Beatbox with ShockWave
Let members of Rutgers’ only all-female a cappella group show you how beatboxing is done. ShockWave CABH-485

Be-YOU-tiful
Join us for fun activities that promote healthy body image. Rutgers Eating Disorder Organization CABH-153

Brain Blast with KANDD
Brain games, brain cupcakes, and more mind-blowing fun! Knights Against Neurological Diseases and Disorders CABH-377

Business Suit Photo Booth
Dress for success, then check out your photo on the group’s Facebook page. Delta Sigma Pi CABH-472

Car Club Chaos
Watch as club members tear down and rebuild an engine block. Ask questions and get car-care tips. Rutgers University Car Club CABH-399

Carnival in Haiti
Color a festive carnival mask and discover the carnival traditions of Haiti. Haitian Association at Rutgers University CABH-365

Chop Sweatshops!
Come see how Rutgers students are supporting workers and fair labor practices. Rutgers United Students Against Sweatshops CABH-225

Circle K International
Meet with members and learn about the great things this service organization is doing. Circle K International CABH-415

Crafts with The Scribblers
Come write and draw with this community of student writers and artists. The Scribblers CABH-198

Daily Targum
News flash! Learn what it takes to produce Rutgers’ student-run newspaper. The Daily Targum CABH-52

Dance Booth
Pop it and lock it! Show off your dance moves. Sigma Lambda Beta International Fraternity, Inc. CABH-401

Dancing with RU Breaks
Break into breakdance culture here at Rutgers. Watch or join in. Bboy Student Organization of Rutgers CABH-242

Discover Demarest
Tour Demarest Hall and learn about this special-interest living community. Pick up some positive vibes! Demarest Hall Government CABH-421

End Hunger in Our Lifetimes
Find out how this group is helping to mobilize resources to end hunger by 2030. FeelGood CABH-440

Fears vs. Dreams
Share your biggest fear or your greatest dream. To Write Love on Her Arms CABH-260

Giant Jenga
Play a super-sized version of this classic game. Real Estate Club CABH-273

Guess Who?: The Woahjabi Project Version
Find out how the Woahjabi Project utilizes visual mediums to defy stereotypes of Muslim women. Woahjabi CABH-409

Hanbok Dress-Up
Snap a photo while trying on the traditional Korean outfits called hanbok. Korean Students Association CABH-184

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Learn Irish Dance
Put your best foot forward! Club members teach a beginner group dance. Rutgers Irish Dance Club CABH-487

Let’s Talk Cookies
Take a picture as your favorite Girl Scout cookie. Can you name them all? Troop RU CABH-383

LLEGO and Influential Queer People of Color
A “Did You Know?” activity informs you about the group’s mission and notable members of the larger community. LLEGO, The LGBTQIA People of Color Organization at Rutgers University CABH-436

Mahjong Match-Up
Test your abilities by matching as many mahjong tiles as you can! Rutgers Cantonese Club CABH-256

Make Your Own Germ
Bring out your creative side—and learn about proper hygiene!—with a germ-making craft. New Jersey Public Health Association—Rutgers Student Chapter CABH-176

Meet Iota Phi Theta
Talk with members of a fraternity that is “building a tradition, not resting on one.” Iota Phi Theta CABH-484

Meet Sigma Sigma Rho
Talk with members and learn more about the sorority. Sigma Sigma Rho Sorority, Inc. CABH-412

Native American Cultural Exhibit

Naval ROTC
Learn about the naval ROTC program representing midshipmen from Rutgers and Princeton. Naval ROTC CABH-57

Off-Campus Living with OCSA
Spin a wheel and answer questions about off-campus life to win prizes. Off-Campus Students’ Association CABH-384

Oxfam Rutgers
Learn about our work toward ending poverty and injustice globally. Oxfam Rutgers CABH-400

Party of Fore
Play mini golf and learn more about this fraternity. Alpha Delta Phi CABH-501

Political Photo Op
Pose for a picture with your favorite (life-like) political figure: Barack Obama, Ronald Reagan, Nelson Mandela, and others! Department of Political Science CABH-203

Popsicle Stick Harmonicas
Come make a homemade popsicle stick harmonica with the PCRF-RU team! Palestine Children’s Relief Fund CABH-92

Q&A’s Wishing Stars
Write your aspirations on colored paper and fold them into origami stars. Q&A: Queer & Asian CABH-395

Red Ribbon Campaign
Help us raise HIV awareness by participating in red-ribbon crafts and activities. Children’s AIDS Network CABH-435

RU the Change?
Share what change means to you on our display board. #RUtheChange. Common Purposes Ambassadors CABH-351

Rutgers Habitat for Humanity
Kids, hammer a nail into a wooden block or get your face painted. Rutgers University Habitat for Humanity CABH-255

Rutgers One
Share information about the importance of quality public education. Graduate Union of Sociology Students CABH-357

Rutgers Parent and Family Advice Photo Booth
Rutgers parents and families: past, present, and future! Stop by our photo booth to share your advice for Rutgers parents and learn about parent and family programs at RU. Rutgers Parents and Family Programs and Rutgers Parent and Family Philanthropy CABH-456

Rutgers Persian Club
Preview the club’s future events and learn how members contribute to Rutgers’ diverse community. Persian Cultural Club CABH-218

Rutgers Ronald McDonald House Club
Celebrate the founding of the club and the 10th anniversary of the New Brunswick Ronald McDonald House. Rutgers Ronald McDonald House Club CABH-91

Rutgers Unified Sports
Learn about the group’s mission to provide an environment for inclusion and acceptance of people with and without special needs through sports. Unified Sports CABH-194

Rutgers Veg Society
Find out how the group promotes vegetarianism and veganism while providing a supportive place to discuss animal issues. Rutgers Veg Society CABH-222

Sailing 101
Stonier Parking Lot
Watch team members rig a Flying Scott and learn sailing basics. Sailing Team CABH-428

Scarlet Listeners
Learn how this student-run hotline offers a helpful voice to more than 1,000 callers in an academic year. Scarlet Listeners CABH-442

Serve-O-Meter
Seal your pledge to serve the community with a handprint on our giant display cloth. Student Volunteer Council CABH-187

Summer Session and RU at the Shore
Learn about our program offerings including RU at the Shore, take a picture with our summer themed wooden cut-outs, and receive a free prize. Office of Summer and Winter Session CABH-226

Take a Fish Home
Catch a goldfish and take it home with you! Muslim Student Association CABH-446

Temporary Tattoos with Bioethics
Get free temporary tattoos and learn what the group does. Bioethics Society of Rutgers University CABH-327

Temporary Tattoos with the Omegas
Members are giving out tattoos and sharing information about this multicultural sorority. Omega Phi Chi CABH-413

The Anthologist Literary Magazine
Discover Rutgers’ oldest literary magazine. The Anthologist CABH-216

Turkish Cultural Festival
Explore artistic traditions (music, calligraphy, and tile painting) and sample yummy Turkish tea, coffee, and desserts. Turkish Students Association CABH-486
School of Arts and Sciences: Tent of Big Ideas

The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school at the tent on the Voorhees Mall. Don’t miss our short, thought-provoking presentations from distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences.

- Worried sick: How to conquer stress
- The theology of Bruce Springsteen
- Antibiotic resistance explained
- Migration across the Americas
- Autism and language impairment: A genetic link?
- Why Aristotle was wrong about friendship
- Different ways of counting infinity
- Polls: How do we know what you think?
- Melodrama on stage and screen

Explore our 30+ events. Fan out across all three campuses to see the amazing diversity of the school’s disciplines: physics demonstrations, art masterpiece souvenir photos, a *très bon* French cheese sampler, and more.

Pick up a School of Arts and Sciences passport for a prize. Visit the school’s programs, collect two or more stamps, and bring your stamped passport to the Arts and Sciences Tent of Big Ideas on College Avenue to receive a free, limited-edition Arts and Sciences T-shirt to wear with pride.

US Army ROTC
Learn about the program and speak with representatives. **Department of Military Science** CABH-285

What’s Up with Your Education?
Get tips on college preparedness while showing your support for public education through arts and crafts. **Rutgers Students Unite for Public Education** CABH-410

WRSU Presents Rutgers Radio Live!
Tour the station and enjoy music from the local Rutgers and New Brunswick music scene. **WRSU-FM** CABH-211

Old Queens Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

New Jersey’s Geological Time Machine
Geology Museum
Travel through the natural history of our state: dinosaurs, mastodons, minerals—even a mummy!—are on the itinerary. **Rutgers Geology Museum** CAOQ-162

Rutgers Historical Characters
Old Queens Building, back lawn
Meet six notable personages from Rutgers history, portrayed by professional and student actors. **Department of Theater** CAOQ-483

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Catch up with alumni and friends: photo booth, swag swap, class-year buttons, refreshments and more. **Rutgers University Alumni Association** CAOQ-79

Student Center Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

All About Obstetrics
Try on a pregnancy simulation suit or visit our surgical and obstetrics selfie station. **Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School** CASCA-63

ALPFA Trivia
Select a letter to test your knowledge of business trivia. **ALPFA: Association for Latino Professionals in Finance and Accounting** CASCA-183

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Learn about this sorority while playing interactive games. **Alpha Kappa Delta Phi** CASCA-68

Brain Surgery for/dummies
Get certified to practice neurosurgery—on jello brains. Real neurosurgeons teach you how! **Division of Neurosurgery, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School** CASCA-288

Celebration of Science for Kids
Hands-on lab experiments for kids making DNA and other fun. **Child Health Institute of New Jersey, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School** CASCA-143

Danzan Ryu Jujitsu
College Avenue Gym, front lawn
Check out this Hawaiian-style self-defense system that challenges both body and mind. **Kodenkan Jujitsu Club** CASCA-414

Dunk and Pie a Lambda
It’s your choice: Should the brothers get wet or get pied? **Lambda Theta Phi** CASCA-422

Face Painting with Sigma Iota Alpha
Put on a happy face! Choose from an assortment of colors and designs. **Hermandad de Sigma Iota Alpha, Inc.** CASCA-374

Face Painting with the Latin American Student Organization
Students paint the faces of children and adults. **Latin American Student Organization** CASCA-375

Genetics and Family Health History
Raise awareness of the importance of family history and genetics to your health. **Division of Clinical Genetics, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School** CASCA-373

Hang Tough at the Rock Wall
College Avenue Gym
Experience the vertical thrill of rock climbing on 2,200 square feet of sculpted terrain (11:30 a.m. – 4 p.m.). **Rutgers Recreation** CASCA-265

How’s Your Hand Washing?
Wash your hands and see the results under a black light. Learn how good hand hygiene protects against infectious diseases. **Department of Pediatrics, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School** CASCA-466

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
BIG Time Academics, BIG Time Athletics… Rutgers is BIG TEN!

What does the Big Ten mean to Rutgers? It means that Rutgers is in great company in the Big Ten athletic conference and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC), the nation’s premier higher education consortium. Look for the round tent to learn more. Complete the quiz and win a prize!

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Community Zones
Explore displays offered by members of your community organization on each campus. Their activities include bike maintenance instruction, dance demonstrations, voter registration, games, and crafts.

Be Your Own Masterpiece
Immortalize yourself in great works of art and take home a souvenir photo. Department of Art History CAVM1-7

Big Ten Tent
What does the Big Ten mean to Rutgers? Look and learn! Complete the quiz and win a prize. Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-138

Building Knowledge from Imagination
Celebrate imagination: prize wheel, Lego tent, children’s readings, and Art Library display. Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-70

Building Sustainable and Resilient Communities
Learn how the Bloustein School works to build more sustainable, resilient communities and healthier lives. Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy CAVM1-149

Caricatures: The Funny Side of Art
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Your portrait for posterity—or just for fun? Sit for a caricature artist and see yourself in a whole new light! Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-366

Children’s Art Activity
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Create your own frog sculpture and watercolor butterfly. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-264

Commencement Shout-Outs
Murray Hall, room 115
Graduating students: Videotape special messages to friends and family; see them at commencement on the stadium’s Jumbotron. Office of the Secretary of the University CAVM1-488

Continuing Professional Development Showcase
Learn about lifelong learning opportunities at Rutgers, for individuals and organizations. Center for Continuing Professional Development CAVM1-174

Crafts and Culture with Asian American Cultural Center
Join us for Asian-American crafts and games, and meet famous paper cutter Master Cheng. Asian American Cultural Center CAVM1-22

Crafts with USWO
Make bracelets and pinwheels with club members. Undergraduate Social Work Organization CAVM1-310

Create Your Own Rutgers Shield!
Decorate a shield to represent your school, your Rutgers, courtesy of Rutgers–Camden, the university’s southernmost campus! Office of Communications, Rutgers University–Camden CAVM1-177

Debate This!
Scott Hall, room 135
Step right up and test your wit against Rutgers’ nationally ranked debate team. Rutgers University Debate Union CAVM1-257

Division of Global Affairs
Learn about graduate programs that prepare leaders for global challenges of the 21st century. Division of Global Affairs, Rutgers University–Newark CAVM1-14

Drawing Marathon
Leave your mark on Rutgers Day at our ever-evolving mural. Department of Visual Arts CAVM2-86

Dreams for Tomorrow: Charity and Public Service
See others’ and share your own charitable experiences through digital and social media platforms. School of Public Affairs and Administration CAVM1-455

Economics in Action
Next to New Jersey Hall
Have fun with economics: games, videos, market forecasts, and free cookies. Department of Economics CAVM1-60

Europe Day at Rutgers Day
Videos, quizzes, and giveaways highlight Rutgers’ involvement with the European Union. Center for European Studies CAVM3-325

Expressive Arts
Everyone is an artist! Enjoy performing, visual, and media arts. 4-H Youth Development CAVM1-174

Flying Colors
N is for New, J is for Jersey…children ages 0–8 explore engaging activities with the NJ-ELTA Team. Center for Effective School Practices CAVM3-349

Fromage Frenzy
Challenge your palate at our French cheese-tasting test. Department of French CAVM3-90

Giant iPhone Toss
Give it your best shot: winners get candy! Information Technology and Informatics Council CAVM2-432

Green Screen Getaway
Voorhees Hall, room 105
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology, Support Center CAVM1-56

Healthy Families: Photo Booth and Art Show
Create an online exhibit about healthy family relations through fun, hands-on activities. Collaborative Center for Community-Based Research and Service CAVM1-286

Honors College
Learn more about the new Honors College at Rutgers–New Brunswick. Honors College–New Brunswick CAVM3-266

I Am Art: Face Painting
Butterflies, dinosaurs, “R” for Rutgers...these are a few of your colorful options. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVM1-204

International Trivia Challenge
How well do you know the world? Try these international brainteasers! Centers for Global Advancement and International Affairs CAVM2-72

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Everyone Loves a Parade!
At 11 a.m., be sure to see the Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade as it makes its way down College Avenue toward Old Queens. Cheer on the old guard as they join new alumni along with the Rutgers Marching Scarlet Knights and the Alumni Band (celebrating their 100th year), Rutgers cheerleaders, and the Scarlet Knight. Catch trinkets and see Rutgers history come to life with the appearance of Mabel Smith Douglass, Paul Robeson, and Colonel Henry Rutgers. Line the route along College Avenue and Voorhees Mall for prime viewing. Fun for everyone!

Jewish Studies at Rutgers
Learn more about our work: our courses, faculty, and academic programs and our research and outreach initiatives. Department of Jewish Studies and The Allen and Joan Bildner Center for the Study of Jewish Life CAVM1-280

kite+key: Rutgers Tech Store
Discover kite+key, the Rutgers tech store and Apple-authorized dealer. kite+key, the Rutgers Tech Store CAVM2-26

Language Learning through Stories
Team up with Rutgers students to make stories come to life in multiple languages. The Conversation Tree and Rutgers Graduate School of Education Language Education Program CAVM3-190

Lego Rutgers–Newark
Create the campus from building blocks while learning great stuff about Rutgers–Newark. Office of Communications, Rutgers–Newark CAVM1-294

Lifelong Learning with OLLI-RU
Learn about our noncredit personal enrichment courses and trips for older adults, ages 50 and up. Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Rutgers University (OLLI-RU) CAVM2-272

Livingston Social Justice Learning Community
Make human-sized bubble art and learn about a community that embraces every kind of people. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM2-33

Make an Impression
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum Create art cards to take home using printmaking techniques. Brodsky Center for Innovative Editions CAVZ-297

Marathon Reading of Charlotte’s Web
Linguistics House, lawn Listen or take a turn in this continuous reading of E.B. White’s beloved tale. Department of English CAVM3-116

Meet Rutgers Future Scholars!
Chat with staff and students and learn what they do on all three Rutgers campuses. Rutgers Future Scholars CAVM1-450

New Jersey’s “Rock” Stars
Hunt dinosaurs, rocks, and minerals to unravel the history of New Jersey. Rutgers Geology Museum CAVM1-163

Philosophy Café
Engage in philosophical discussions over coffee or lemonade. Department of Philosophy CAVM3-157

Publishing at Rutgers University Press
Browse award-winning books and popular regional titles in celebration of the 350th anniversary of New Jersey. Win a $30 gift certificate in raffles at 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 2:30 p.m. Rutgers University Press CAVM2-336

R Garden
Visit our interactive art installation made of large block R sculptures decorated by various departments, then decorate your own R! Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-490

R Garden Cupcake Display
Stop by the R Garden to taste an R cupcake. Dining Services CAVM1-267

Rainbow Perspectives Housing
Make human-sized bubble art and learn about a residential option for the LGBTQA community. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM2-34

Religion Jeopardy!
How much do you know about world religions, from Buddhism to Taoism? Department of Religion CAVM2-151

RU Secure?
Test your knowledge of information protection and security. Correct answers win a prize. Office of Information Technology, Information Protection and Security, RU Secure CAVM2-244

Rutgers Children’s Choir Performances
Enjoy musical performances by the talented children in the Scarlet Singers, Chorale Chamber Singers, and Choristers. Mason Gross Extension Division CAVZ-367

Rutgers Italian Club
Find out how this club promotes appreciation for the bella Italian culture. Italian Club and Department of Italian CAVM2-290

Rutgers Magazine
Appear on the cover and learn how the magazine keeps 460,000 Rutgers alumni connected. University Communications and Marketing CAVM2-234

Rutgers Today: Your Source for University News
Learn about Rutgers’ news website and sign up to get the latest headlines delivered to your inbox. University Communications and Marketing CAVM2-145

Rutgers University–Camden Learning Abroad
Learn about opportunities to study abroad through short-term programs. Office of International Programs, Rutgers–Camden CAVM1-71

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers Wellness Zone
A wellness extravaganza: competitions, health info, and fun activities for the whole family. Rutgers Health Services/Recreation/Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance CAVM3-61

Saint Peter’s Free Health Screenings
Visit our Community Mobile Health Unit for free blood pressure and blood sugar screenings, plus other health information. Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-477

Saint Peter’s Teddy Bear Clinic
Bring your teddy bear and play doctor. A pediatrician and hospital professionals will answer your questions! Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-476

Sand Art and Stress Relief
Create a sand art bottle, or spin the wheel for stress-reduction tips and giveaways. School of Social Work CAVM1-119

Scarlet Family Feud
Test your Rutgers knowledge in a fast-paced trivia game. Fun for the whole family! Undergraduate Admissions CAVM2-473

School of Arts and Sciences Big Tent
Join our world-renowned faculty and stellar students as they share their research and scholarship. School of Arts and Sciences CAVM1-197

Se Habla Español
See, taste, and enjoy the diverse cultures of Iberia and Latin America, and learn about the importance of Spanish in New Jersey and America. Department of Spanish and Portuguese CAVM3-447

Short Films Showcase
Milledoler Hall, room 100
View short animations created by club members. Rutgers Animation Club CAVM3-98

Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities
Stop by for human-sized bubble making and learn about programs for LGBTQA students. Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM2-35

Step into Beijing Opera
Dress up as a Beijing Opera star or get a Chinese character tattoo. Confucius Institute of Rutgers University CAVM1-11

Superhero for a Day!
Meet the SAS EOF superhero and create your own superhero mask. School of Arts and Sciences Educational Opportunity Fund Program CAVM1-293

Sustainable Rutgers
Learn how Rutgers is helping to lead the way to a sustainable future. Facilities and Capital Planning CAVM1-219

Telling the Story of Your Community
Hear stories from Rutgers’ oral history archive and learn how to add your own. Rutgers Oral History Archives CAVM3-228

The Clothesline Exhibit
View a display of T-shirts decorated by Rutgers students to honor victims of interpersonal violence. Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance CAVM3-40

Through the Eyes of a Child
Learn how infants and children perceive and learn about the world through fun games and activities. Department of Psychology, Rutgers–Newark CAVM1-1

Video Game Production Showcase
Play games made by 2015 game production students and learn about the exciting new ITT major at Rutgers. Information Technology and Informatics CAVM3-55

Visit the Plaza
Learn about the Plaza on Livingston Campus, a new retail area with restaurants, shops, and even a three-screen movie theater. The Plaza at Livingston Campus CAVM2-25

Walk the Red Carpet
Have your photo taken on the red carpet—with an Emmy! Student filmmakers screen their latest projects, too. Rutgers Center for Digital Filmmaking CAVM1-113

Which SAC/RI
Spin the big wheel to find your career: journalism? public relations? health communication? School of Communication and Information CAVM2-411

World of Languages
See what speech “looks” like and record your own voice using computer equipment. Department of Linguistics CAVM1-274

Voorhees Mall Area
Programs listed by start time
10:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1:30 p.m. (30-min. sessions)

Puppet Stories
Join us for a live puppet show and create your own puppet character. Department of English CAVM2-115

11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.; 3 p.m.

Snapshots of Italy
Soccer demo at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Draw with Giuditta and experiment with different techniques at 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. Pick a free book at 3 p.m. Department of Italian CAVM2-495

11 a.m.; 12:30 p.m.; 1:30 p.m. (30-min. sessions)

Story Time Puppets
Join us in a story time session and make your own puppet or prop. Center for Literacy Development, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-246

12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m. (30-min. tours)

Gallery Discovery Tours
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum Get a V.I.P. look at the museum’s collections as docents lead small group tours. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-208

2 p.m. (60 minutes)

Rutgers Youth Jazz Ensemble Concert
Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum
Take in a performance by the elite high school musicians of the Rutgers Youth Jazz Ensemble. Mason Gross Extension Division CAVZ-368

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Farm Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

90.3 The Core
Learn more about this independent, student-run community radio station located at the Livingston Student Center. 90.3 The Core CDF-251

Adopt a Horse
Red Barn
Meet our foster horses and consider adopting one of these wonderful animals. Rutgers University Equine Foster/Teaching Program CDF-152

Animal Handling and Showmanship Contests
Watch as students show farm animals and compete for ribbons at the 44th Annual Animal Show! Department of Animal Sciences and Society of Animal Science CDF-232

Animal Science BBQ
Purchase tasty BBQ items or animal science apparel. Department of Animal Sciences CDF-73

Ask the Weather Experts
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Visit with climatologists and enjoy kid-friendly weather activities. Rutgers Climate Institute and Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist CDF-191

Blood Pressure Screening
Have your blood pressure screened and receive wellness information. Occupational Health Department CDF-36

Bright Future Photo Booth
“Try on” a career with hats, shades, and other fun props. Smile and download your photo. University Career Services CDF-3

Circulation Tank
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
What drives motion at the bottom of the ocean? Find out—and get wet! Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-160

Clementine Eating Contest
How many of these juicy goodies can you consume? Student-Organized Rutgers Against Hunger CDF-275

Companion Animal Club
Round House
Meet dogs, rabbits, and other companion animals. Bring home a handmade toy for your own furry friend. Companion Animal Club CDF-107

Companion Animal Health Booth
Round House
Stop by for info on keeping your companion animal happy and healthy. Animal Care Program CDF-299

Food Entrepreneurs
Learn how the Rutgers Food Accelerator program helps innovative businesses take food to the next level. Rutgers Food Innovation Center CDF-250

Fresh Food for the Hub City
Learn how the New Brunswick Community Farmers Market and FoodCorps are putting fresh, healthy foods on local tables. Purchase a plant, too! New Brunswick Community Farmers Market, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDF-227

Get Poppin’ with Whole Grains
Sample popcorn seasoned with healthy alternatives to salt and butter. Learn the benefits of whole grains. New Jersey Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health CDF-185

Jersey Coast Touch Tank
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Get up close and personal with some fascinating New Jersey marine species. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-215

Jersey Shore Sand Box
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Search for shells in the sand and learn about Jersey shore marine life. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-152

Where to Eat

Neilson Dining Hall, located behind the Eagleton Institute of Politics, serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Cook Student Center at 59 Biel Road features the Cook Café.

Douglass Student Center at 100 George Street offers various options.

The Knight Wagon food truck is located on College Farm Road.

Rutgers student groups are cooking up great eats throughout campus.

Vendors are located across the campus, with a large selection of ethnic cuisine at the New Jersey Folk Festival.

Meet Seeing Eye Puppies
Round House
Meet puppies and support the club’s work by purchasing apparel or a handmade dog toy. The Rutgers University Seeing Eye Puppy Raising Club CDF-69

Meet the Mounted Patrol
Red Barn
Tour the barn, admire the horses, and speak with the student members of Rutgers’ mounted patrol. Rutgers University Mounted Patrol CDF-439

Meteorologist for a Day
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Make your TV debut in a weather studio, and share a video link with friends and family. Campus Information Services and RU-tv WeatherWatcher CDF-49

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
NJ SNAP-ED’s Nutrition Knowledge
Do you know as much about the five food groups as a kindergartner? Or how much sugar is in your favorite drink? Test your nutrition knowledge! NJ SNAP-Education CDF-296

People Puzzles
Uncover fun facts about what people do (and why!) through trivia games. Department of Sociology CDF-13

Petting Booth
Visit and play games with animals from the Edison Animal Shelter. Rutgers United for the Welfare of Animals CDF-99

Petting Zoo
Round House
Spend some quality time with our baby farm animals, including lambs and piglets. Veterinary Science Club CDF-39

R Cupcake Display
Skelley Field
Stop by to taste an R cupcake. Dining Services CDF-270

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Skelley Field
Catch up with alumni and friends: photo booth, swag swap, class-year buttons, refreshments, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CDF-78

Shark Dunk Tank
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Take aim! Send a marine biologist into the dunk tank. Learn lots about sharks, too. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-161

Shark Finder!
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
There’s a shark loose on Cook Campus! Help marine biologists find it using scientific equipment and fish-tracking methods. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-221

Slow Food Rutgers
Taste fresh, local foods. Connect with local food sources and local foodie communities that respect healthy eating and healthy people. Slow Food Rutgers CDF-393

State 4-H Dog Show
Skelley Field
Cheer on 4-H members showing their dogs in showmanship, obedience, agility, and other contests. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDF-120

Strike Out Hunger
Answer a foodie trivia question for a chance to throw a strike in a baseball game. Rutgers Against Hunger CDF-172

Sweets and Treats
Next to Dairy Barn
Treat yourself to yummy baked goods and root beer floats. Endocrinology and Animal Biosciences Graduate Student Organization CDF-287

The Environment and You
Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences Building
Stop by for hands-on demonstrations related to environmental sustainability and restoration. Department of Environmental Sciences CDF-237

The Forest Where You Live
Learn to identify common local tree species using leaves, twigs, and bark. Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources CDF-59

Tornado in a Bottle
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Join in fun hands-on activities to learn about weather and atmosphere! Meteorology Club CDF-50

Volcanoes of the Deep Sea and Atlantic Crossing
Marine Sciences Building, Phillip Alampi Seminar Room
Catch continuous showings of these award-winning films, featuring oceanographic exploits and discoveries. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-223
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Celebrate Maritime Folk Culture at the New Jersey Folk Festival
Located at the Woodlawn Mansion Lawn
Join us for a look at traditional expressions of maritime folk culture, including seafarers, fishermen, longshoremen, boat builders, and seafood processors. Learn about a wide range of customs, language, and song. A special focus is revival performances of sea chanteys.

Festival Stages
Enjoy cultural performances throughout the day, featuring musicians, circus arts, dance and vocal workshops, and demonstrations. Department of American Studies

Craft Path
Indulge in 100 craft tents featuring beautiful handmade crafts from all over the Eastern seaboard, including jewelry, baskets, pottery, woodcarving, and home goods. Department of American Studies

Food Vendor Arc
Tempt your taste buds with American favorites, plus the flavors of Italy, Greece, Egypt, Lebanon, and many more from two dozen food vendors! This highlight of the New Jersey Folk Festival is guaranteed to please. Department of American Studies

Heritage Area
Watch skilled artisans create handcrafted pieces while explaining the important cultural and historical significance of their work. Demonstrations include the art of making pine-knot surfboards, boat-building techniques, and traditional white-oak basket weaving. Department of American Studies

Children’s Activities Area
For kids of all ages, and the young at heart! Play traditional games, take home a complimentary craft, get your face painted, or compete in a pie-eating contest. Department of American Studies

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
What the Duck? 🦆
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Pick a duck out of the pond, answer a marine trivia question, and win a prize! Oceanography Club CDF-170

Farm Area
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m. – 12 p.m. (short tours)
Mapping New Jersey 🌎
Environmental and Natural Resource Sciences Building
Discover how satellite remote sensing and innovative mapping technologies illuminate our state and beyond. Tours run continuously from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Grant F. Walton Center for Remote Sensing and Spatial Analysis CDF-243

1 p.m.; 2 p.m. (30-min. sessions)
High-Speed Horses 🏇
Red Barn
Watch a horse run on a high-speed treadmill and learn about the research and education conducted by the center. Equine Science Center CDF-118

Loree Building Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Active Aging, Exercise, Exercise, Exercise 🏃🏻‍♂️
Educate yourself about the benefits of exercise as you age. It’s never too early (or too late!) to start. Center for Exercise and Aging, Department of Exercise Science and Sport Studies CDF-258

Arrowheads and Stone Tools 🧱
Handle artifacts as old as 1.5 million years! Department of Anthropology CDF-330

Big Dig 🧵
Search our mock archaeological dig, and learn how excavation works and how to interpret findings. Department of Anthropology CDF-322

Design a Rutgers Mortarboard 🎓
What year will you graduate from Rutgers? Design a graduation cap that tells the world. Douglass Orientation Committee, Office of First-Year Experiences CDF-463

Douglass Governing Council: Inspired by YOU! 🖋️
Create an empowering inspiration board to celebrate Rutgers Day. Douglass Governing Council CDF-108

Douglass Residential College: History Detectives 🕵️‍♀️
Discover the history of Rutgers’ residential college for women through trivia games and more. Douglass Historical Society CDFBA-403

Exercise Science and Sport Management Club 🏋️‍♂️
Test your dexterity and physical prowess in these fun challenges. Exercise Science and Sport Management Club CDFBA-164

Find the Palm Oil 🥥
Pick the product that poses a grave threat to primates all over the world. Department of Anthropology CDFBA-335

Fossils and Human Evolution 🤖
Examine casts of important fossils. Talk with experts about what these casts might say about human evolution. Department of Anthropology CDFBA-324

Green Screen Getaway 📽️
Loree Computer Center, room 007
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CDFBA-54

It’s All Politics! 📚
Play politics-themed games, register to vote, and cast your ballot in a real voting booth. Eagleton Institute of Politics CDFBA-277

Know Your Primates! 🦖
Learn how primates are endangered by deforestation, climate change, and other human activities. Rutgers for Primate Conservation CDFBA-406

Language Diversity Challenge 🌍
Learn how our views of language can shape both connections and divides. Department of Anthropology CDFBA-333

Make Your Own Lava Lamp 🎨
This groovy craft relies on safe, everyday household products, while teaching the science behind an iconic ‘60s novelty. Douglass Residential College, STEM Ambassadors CDFBA-279

Name That Primate! 🦛
Explore the primate branch of your family tree. Match the calls of primates with their photos. Department of Anthropology CDFBA-328

Rutgers University Inn and Conference Center 🏨
Tour the only hotel on the Rutgers campus. Rutgers University Inn and Conference Center CDFBA-37

Star in Your Own Comic Strip 🌟
Loree Computer Center, room 013
Create a comic strip starring you and take home a copy! Office of Information Technology CDFBA-53

Temporary Tattoos 🧧
Choose from lots of fun shapes and characters. Douglass Student Recruitment Network CDFBA-142

Test Your “Global” Knowledge 🌍
How much do you know about world issues? Take a quiz and win prizes. Douglass Residential College CDFBA-278

Women Conquer Computing! 🌐
Play computing games and learn why technology is a great field for women. Douglass DIMACS Computing Corps CDFBA-85

Your Name Here—in Chinese, Japanese, or Korean 📜
Calligraphers help you “spell” your name using a brush and traditional inks. Department of Asian Languages and Cultures CDFBA-19

Loree Building Area
Programs listed by start time
9 a.m.
Discover Douglass Residential College 🏢
Douglass Student Center, Traves Hall A
Learn about our community for Rutgers women and take a walking tour of our scenic campus. Douglass Residential College, Office of Recruitment and New Student Programs CDFBA-15

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🤖, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
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3 p.m. (50-min. session)
**Saving the Orangutan**
Loree Building, room 024
Hear Rutgers primatologist Erin Vogel describe her fieldwork with the endangered orangutans of Borneo and how it might help save them from extinction. **Center for Human Evolutionary Studies** CDLBA-210

**Passion Puddle Area**
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology**
Build your own bug and see microbes in action. **Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology** CDPP-106

**Collegiate 4-H Italian Ice and Soft Pretzel Stand**
Front of Martin Hall
Refresh yourself with a sweet or salty treat and support Rutgers Collegiate 4-H. **Collegiate 4-H Club** CDPP-45

**Dig It!**
Go “underground” in our soil tunnel. Learn about soil and plant diagnostic services at Rutgers. Plant giveaways, too! **Department of Plant Biology and Pathology** CDPP-391

**EcoGSA Book Sale**
Browse hundreds of used books across all genres. **Ecology and Evolution Graduate Student Association** CDPP-233

**Fire Extinguisher Training**
Next to Lipman Hall
Learn a skill that can potentially save your life. Hands-on demonstrations are led by fire-safety experts. **Emergency Services** CDPP-239

**Food Science Food Court**
Next to Food Science Building
This traditional BBQ offers hamburgers, hot dogs, popcorn, and beverages. **Food Science Graduate Student Association** CDPP-8

**Healthy Families, Healthy Communities**
Have fun while learning how to improve your nutrition and increase your physical activity. **Department of Family and Community Health Sciences** CDPP-271

**Know Your Limits**
Across from Lipman Hall
Educate yourself about the effects of alcohol intoxication. **Center for Alcohol Studies, Center for Communication and Health Issues, and Rutgers University Police Department** CDPP-105

**Make Your Memories at Lindley G. Cook 4-H Camp**
Front of Martin Hall
Talk with camp staff about the benefits of this summer camp for youth ages 8 to 16. **Lindley G. Cook 4-H Camp** CDPP-235

**Master Gardener Plant Sale**
Next to Bartlett Hall
Shop our assortment of unusual and popular vegetables, herbs, and flowers. Get your questions answered by master gardeners. **Rutgers Master Gardener Program** CDPP-65

**Paper Cup Fish Craft**
Construct and decorate a finny friend to take home as a souvenir. **G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club** CDPP-301

**Pulled Pork Sandwiches**
Feed your hunger or purchase Cook community T-shirts. **Alpha Zeta** CDPP-195

**Spring Is for Planting**
Next to Bartlett Hall
Time to get growing! Browse our farm market and purchase plants for your home garden. **Rutgers Gardens** CDPP-74

**Walk Through a Burning Building**
Next to Lipman Hall
Experience a simulated fire and learn how you can prevent and escape fires. **Emergency Services** CDPP-236

**War of the Weeds**
Plan your defense and attack these pesky invaders of gardens, farms, and cities. **Chrysler Herbarium; Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources; and Department of Plant Biology and Pathology** CDPP-193

**Passion Puddle Area**
Programs listed by start time
2 p.m. (10-min. session)

**Dorm Room Fire Demonstration**
Next to Lipman Hall
See simulated fires throughout the day. At 2 p.m., see a live fire demo showing how sprinklers can save lives! **Emergency Services** CDPP-238

**Red Oak Lane Area**
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**AES Cosplay Prop Photo Op**
Channel your favorite character with props and costumes. Yummy baked goods, too! **Anime and Japanese Environmental Society** CDROL-443

**Are You Smarter Than a Fifth Grader?**
Test your knowledge about stormwater and receive a free gift. **Rutgers Environmental Health and Safety** CDROL-20

**Bake Sale**
Treat yourself to goodies handmade by Rutgers students. All proceeds are donated to the fight against childhood hunger. **Rutgers Student Bakers** CDROL-173

**Bee Frame Display**
Examine a frame from a bee hive and learn about the bees that live there. **Hive, the Apiculture Society at Rutgers** CDROL-254

**Cabaret Theatre’s Theater Games**
Have fun with family-friendly theater games led by troupe members. **Cabaret Theatre** CDROL-494

**Can You Dig It?**
Plant your own seed to promote a greener Earth. **SEBS Governing Council** CDROL-111

**Climb That Tree**
Can you reach the top using a rope ladder and climbing harness? **Rutgers University Outdoors Club** CDROL-146

**Cockroach Races and Other Buggy Stuff**
Marvel at exotic insects and arachnids and have fun with bugs—including our ever-popular cockroach races! **Graduate Entomology Student Association** CDROL-144

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt  🧼, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Color Waves

Tie-dye shirts and learn about the color spectrum, light waves, and color perception. Science and fun combined! Alpha Omega Epsilon CDROL-451

CROPS Plant Sale

Tomato, melon, basil, and more: Purchase plants to grow in your garden. Cook Researchers of Plant Science (CROPS) CDROL-168

Designer Genes

Extract DNA from bananas using ethanol and soap. See real DNA with your naked eye! Designer Genes CDROL-141

Do You Know Africa?

Choose a question on a cutout board of Africa to win a prize. Wanawake CDROL-407

Doctor for a Day

Kids create a handmade doctor’s bag while adults play Operation. SEBS Pre-medical/Pre-dental Society CDROL-96

Fight the Knight!

Put on a pair of boxing gloves and fight the Black Knight. Martial Arts Club CDROL-408

Floriculture Plant Sale

Floriculture Greenhouse

Take home some unique plants in support of the teaching greenhouse. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology and Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-158

Focus on Fossil Fuels

Discuss fossil fuel issues with club members, including climate change and the role of the oil and gas industry. Rutgers Fossil Fuel Divestment CDROL-417

From Scrap to Seating: Landscape Upcycle

Be impressed by students’ creative thinking as they reuse different materials in the landscape. American Society of Landscape Architecture, Rutgers Student Chapter CDROL-453

Inside Your Computer

Technicians from Rutgers’ computer repair shop explain the mysterious inner workings of computers. Office of Information Technology CDROL-150

Instamatic Photo Booth

Enjoy instant portrait photography and view the student works on display. Rutgers Photography Club CDROL-317

Landscape Plant Sale

Front of Blake Hall

Purchase landscape plants and learn about Rutgers’ graduate program in landscape architecture. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association CDROL-263

Leadership through Adventure Learning

Find your out the fun and colorful equipment used in leadership-training programs. Student Life, Leadership and Training CDROL-89

Luso-American Portuguese Club

Experience the many cultures of Portuguese-speaking countries. Luso-American Club, Portuguese Language Club CDROL-386

Make a Rockin’ Friend!

Create a gneiss little pet rock to take home, and see what else the club has to offer. Geology Club CDROL-431

Meet and Greet Fellow Alumni

Renew old friendships or make new ones. Everyone loves browsing our library of yearbooks! Cook Community Alumni Association CDROL-10

Meet Delta Upsilon

Talk with members about our volunteer work, including building schools in Jamaica. Delta Upsilon CDROL-429

Miniature Golf

Fore! Take a turn on a mini-golf putting course with real bentgrass, just like the big-time. Rutgers Turf Club CDROL-200

MythBusters: Nutrition Edition

Prove you can tell food fact from food fiction and win a water bottle. Nutrition Club CDROL-175

New Jersey Suicide Prevention Hopeline

Learn about the statewide suicide prevention hotline. University Behavioral Health Care CDROL-88

New Jersey Veterans Helppline

Learn about a 24/7 helpline for veterans and their family members. University Behavioral Health Care CDROL-492

Nutritional Sciences Graduate Student Organization

Make your own granola or trail mix and play fun nutrition-education games. Nutritional Sciences Graduate Student Organization CDROL-370

Paper Windmills

Explore wind and solar energy through a hands-on craft. Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-29

Queens Chorale Music Trivia

Answer trivia questions about choral and classical music and learn solfège hand signs. Rutgers University Queens Chorale CDROL-434

RU Nutty

Do you know your nuts? Sample some and try to win a hazelnut seedling! Department of Plant Biology and Pathology CDROL-23

RUDASA Trivia Challenge

Test your knowledge about designing equal-access activities. Learn “I want candy” and other phrases in American Sign Language. Rutgers University Differently-Abled Students and Allies CDROL-397

Rutgers Air Force ROTC Detachment 485

Take a pushup challenge and learn about opportunities with AFROTC. Air Force ROTC CDROL-93

Rutgers Naturalist Club

Kids, plant seeds and watch them grow at home. Naturalist Club CDROL-97

Scarlet Cross

Mingle with members and learn about medieval food, dance, combat, costume, and more. Scarlet Cross Medieval Re-Enactment Society CDROL-497

Skateboarding and Longboarding Lessons

Ollie, fake, pop shuv-it? See demonstrations by club members. Rutgers Longboarding Club CDROL-445

Take Back the Tap

Learn about the downsides of the bottled water industry. Choose a reusable water bottle instead. Take Back the Tap CDROL-136

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
The Giving Games
Earn funds—and make real donations!—through games on global issues and philanthropy. Giving What We Can CDROL-18

The Global Network
Interested in global and cultural affairs or studying abroad? This group’s for you! The Global Network CDROL-300

TIME for Goodies and Crafts
Partake of drinks and baked goods while enjoying fandom-related games, crafts, and nerd trivia. The Intergalactic and Mystical Enthusiasts (TIME) CDROL-41

Treat Your K-9
Keep your dog happy with homemade treats and free water. Kappa Omicron Nu, Nutritional Sciences National Honor Society CDROL-31

Uncovering the Past
Dig into archaeology, reassemble broken pottery, and enjoy other “classic” activities. Classics Club CDROL-261

You Make the World Go Round
Make your own tissue-paper Earth with club members. Environmental Science and Engineering Club CDROL-249

Red Oak Lane Area
Programs listed by start time

10 a.m. – 12 p.m.; 2 p.m. – 4 p.m.

Cook Campus Sketchwalk
Stroll the campus, sketching, collecting impressions, and discussing Cook’s landscape and history. Department of Landscape Architecture CDROL-230

11 a.m. (30-min. tour)
Carnivorous Plant Tour
Floriculture Greenhouse
Look but don’t touch! These plants eat their prey. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology and Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-154

12 p.m. (30-min. tour)
Horticulture Therapy Tour
Floriculture Greenhouse
Explore the role of plants in healing, rehabilitation, and training for individuals with special needs. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology and Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-159

1 p.m. (30-min. tour)
Orchid Tour
Floriculture Greenhouse
Visit our collection of fabulous orchids and wonder at the diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology and Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-155

2:30 p.m. (30-min. tour)
Edible vs. Poisonous Plants
Floriculture Greenhouse
Poisonous or delicious? Find out which is which on a tour of edible and not-so-edible plants. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology and Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-156

2:35 p.m. – 3:35 p.m.
Pie a Professor
Have you always wanted to pie a professor? Don’t miss your chance! All proceeds are donated to sea turtle conservation. Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-29

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Then and now, your Rutgers ties are true. For the first time ever, Rutgers Day and Alumni Weekend have come together to offer even more opportunities to celebrate your Rutgers connections. On Friday, April 24, and Saturday, April 25, reconnect with your classmates and Rutgers family at a suite of events presented by the Rutgers University Alumni Association.

Class Dinners, Campus Tours, Alumni BBQ, and More!
Enjoy the annual Old Guard Dinner to honor the Class of 1965, cheer on the Scarlet Knights at the Scarlet and White game, march in the Rutgers Day and Alumni parade, and reminisce at the BBQ. After Rutgers Day ends, stick around to catch up with old friends at a class dinner or at the Scarlet Knight Dinner.

Meet Me at Scarlet Headquarters
Looking for a place to meet up with former classmates and friends? Set a time to gather at Scarlet Headquarters on the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses. Pop inside a photo booth for a free snapshot. Grab your class-year button to show your pride. Trade in your old Rutgers mug for someone else’s scarlet treasure at the swag swap table. Get information about how to sign up for events this weekend.

Friday Programs
9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Rutgers Living History Society Annual Meeting and Awards Brunch
College Avenue Student Center, Multipurpose Room

1 p.m. or 2 p.m.
Campus Bus Tours
College Avenue Student Center

3 p.m. – 4 p.m.
The College Avenue Redevelopment Initiative
College Avenue Student Center, Red Lion Café

4 p.m. – 7 p.m.
Old Guard Reception and Dinner
College Avenue Student Center, Lounge and Multipurpose Room
Honoring Class of 1965

5 p.m. – 7 p.m.
Friday Knight Lights Pregame Tailgate
Rutgers Visitor Center

7:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
Scarlet and White Game
High Point Solutions Stadium

9 p.m.
After-Hours Bar Hop
Various locations

Saturday Programs
8:15 a.m. – 9:15 a.m.
Interfaith Memorial Chapel Service
Kirkpatrick Chapel

9:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
A Conversation with Chancellor Dick Edwards
Kirkpatrick Chapel

10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Scarlet Headquarters
College Avenue Campus, Busch Campus, Cook/Douglass Campus

11 a.m.
Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade
College Avenue Gym

11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Rutgers University Alumni Association BBQ
Old Queens Building, front lawn

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Class of 1960 Reunion Dinner
Winants Hall

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Class of 1965 Reunion Dinner
Neilson Dining Hall

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Classes of 1945, 1950, and 1955 Reunion Dinner
The Rutgers Club

6 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Scarlet Knight Dinner
The Audi Rutgers Club, High Point Solutions Stadium

Learn more about Alumni Weekend and the Rutgers University Alumni Association at Ralumni.com/AlumniWeekend15.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🧼, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Thank you for being a part of Rutgers Day!

We would like to express our appreciation to our guests, exhibitors, faculty, staff, students, alumni, and all who helped make this day a success.

Special thanks also to our generous sponsors:

Corporate Sponsors

Barnes & Noble at Rutgers

Saint Peter’s Healthcare System

Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital

Treating you better...for life.

Media Partners

nj.com AFFILIATED WITH Star-Ledger

1450 Talk Radio WCTC

MAGIC 98.3